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ABSTRACT 
Meeting participants can experience cognitive overload 
when they need both to verbally contribute to ongoing 
discussion while simultaneously creating notes to promote 
later recall of decisions made during the meeting. We 
designed two novel cuing tools to reduce the cognitive load 
associated with note-taking, thus improving verbal 
contributions in meetings. The tools combine real-time 
automatic speech recognition (ASR) with lightweight 
annotation to transform note-taking into a low overhead 
markup process. To create lightweight notes, users do not 
generate the notes’ content themselves. Instead they simply 
highlight important phrases in a real-time ASR transcript 
(Highlighter tool), or press a button to indicate when they 
heard something important (Hotspots tool). We evaluated 
these markup tools against a traditional pen-and-paper 
baseline with 26 users. Hotspots was highly successful: 
compared with handwritten notes, it increased participants’ 
conversational contributions and reduced their perception of 
overload in the meeting, while improving recall of the 
meeting two months later. Highlighter also improved recall 
without compromising conversational contributions, 
although users found it more demanding. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Meetings are a critical organizational practice and a key 
way that organizations generate knowledge and make 
decisions. Despite their prevalence, prior research has 
identified many meeting inefficiencies [23]. The result is 

not only frustration for participants, but reduced 
productivity for the organization.  

Considering these well-documented problems, meetings 
have proved remarkably resistant to technological 
intervention. Over two decades of work have seen 
experiments with large displays to share notes about 
emerging discussions [1, 4, 25, 28], recording tools to 
capture key points [41, 46, 47], ubiquitous methods to 
support idea capture [9, 35], as well as more recent forays 
into automatic multimedia analysis [17, 33]. In general, 
however, these technologies are not widely deployed. 

Here we examine one simple, but important, aspect of 
meeting behavior: note-taking. Much prior theoretical and 
empirical work indicates that meetings induce cognitive 
overload. They require participants to make constant trade-
offs between two competing tasks: contributing to current 
discussion, and preparation for later recall [27, 30]. A 
participant’s main focus should be to actively contribute to 
the meeting itself. On the other hand, they also need to 
record important information to aid future recall. Prior work 
shows they are dissatisfied with their attempts to do both 
[20, 26, 27, 28, 42].  

We designed two novel markup tools to address overload. 
We wanted to promote post-meeting recall without 
diminishing a participant’s ability to contribute effectively 
to the meeting. To increase meeting contribution, we 
wanted to minimize the cognitive overhead imposed by our 
note-taking tools. We aimed to do this by simplifying note-
taking from a demanding process of selecting and recording 
important information to a lightweight markup process. 

Many other projects have used automatic speech 
recognition (ASR) to create rich transcripts of meetings that 
can be browsed and searched after the event [13, 14, 21, 24, 
33]. This has obvious intuitive benefits: written records are 
created automatically, thus reducing in-meeting cognitive 
load and allowing participants to contribute to the meeting 
without having to think about taking notes. Nevertheless, 
these approaches have not generally been successful [43]. 
This may be because complete recordings omit an 
important characteristic of notes. Effective notes are a 
personal view of a critical subset of the meeting. People 
want notes to be a short summary of critical personal 
points, rather than a complete record of all that was said 
[26, 42, 46, 47]. 
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However very recent technical developments in real-time 
ASR [33, 39] have made it possible to develop new classes 
of lightweight note-taking applications. These can reduce 
cognitive load while allowing participants to note just those 
parts of the meeting that are personally relevant. Instead of 
‘recording everything,’ these advances in ASR mean that 
participants can view an ASR transcript of the meeting in 
real-time, allowing them to select only parts that are of 
interest. Such ASR tools can therefore be lightweight. In 
contrast with manual note taking, users do not have to 
laboriously record specific content, like who said what to 
whom. Instead, they identify just those parts of the 
transcript that they think are critical for future recall, 
creating a personal summary of what was said.  

Our first meeting markup tool, Highlighter, combines real-
time ASR transcription with a pen-based highlighting tool. 
It allows users to view and mark up important parts of the 
transcript as it unfolds. It combines the ability to select 
personally important elements with the low cognitive 
overhead of automatic transcription.   

However, it could be argued that Highlighter is still too 
cognitively demanding, as users have to follow the ASR 
transcript while participating in the meeting. Our second 
markup tool, Hotspots, simplifies note-taking even further. 
Like Highlighter, Hotspots allows selection of important 
elements of an ASR transcript. But with Hotspots, users do 
not view a potentially distracting transcript during the 
meeting. Instead they press a large button on the screen of 
an Internet tablet when something occurs that they want to 
make a note about. Pressing the button marks up points in 
the meeting transcript that can be accessed later. 

Both Highlighter and Hotspots also provide UIs for post 
meeting review. In both cases, users view an ASR-
generated transcript that is marked up with their personal 
selections and temporally indexed to the originating speech. 
The transcript markup differs for each tool. Highlighter 
depicts user-highlighted regions akin to using a highlighter 
pen on paper—showing user-defined highlighted regions 
marked up in yellow. To facilitate retrieval, clicking a 
highlight replays the speech indexed to the highlighted 
region (see Fig 1). With Hotspots, the user markup is 
indicated by a large red button beside the transcript text (see 

Fig 2). Clicking on the button replays the speech for a fixed 
region of one minute around the point when the index was 
created. 

We evaluate these two new tools, comparing them with 
traditional pen-and-paper notes as baseline. We measure in-
meeting effects on meeting contribution and post-meeting 
effects on memory, determining whether our tools do 
indeed reduce perceived cognitive load according to 
standard metrics. More specifically, we address the 
following questions concerning the benefits of ASR-based 
markup methods. 

• In-Meeting Contributions: Do Highlighter and 
Hotspots allow people to contribute more to the 
meeting than when they use pen and paper?  

• Perceived Cognitive Overhead: Do Highlighter and 
Hotspots reduce people’s perception of cognitive 
overload compared with Manual Notes? 

• Post-Meeting Recall: Are people able also to remember 
more about meeting content using the rich annotated 
records of Highlighter and Hotspots tools compared 
with pen and paper or unaided memory? And since 
these are novel technologies and ASR contains errors, 
we wanted to know how confident people were in the 
recall responses that they had generated.  

There are three main contributions of this work. First, as far 
as we are aware, our tools are novel: ASR has not 
previously been deployed to support real-time markup to 
create personal notes. Second, our designs are motivated by 
prior theoretical and empirical work documenting problems 
of cognitive load in meetings that have not been tackled in 
this way before. Third, we measure in-meeting 
contributions and cognitive load as well as subsequent 
recall. Previous work has tended to focus on post-meeting 
recall rather than examining in-meeting effects. 

RELATED WORK 
Meeting systems have been the focus of much prior 
research. One important class of system focuses on support 
for personal note-taking that is used to access speech 
recordings. People take digital notes that are co-indexed to 
recorded speech to control playback. Filochat [41] 
combined an audio speech recorder with a PC tablet for 
taking handwritten notes to construct a meeting record. It 

 
Fig 1. Highlighter post-meeting rich transcript. The transcript is generated using ASR. User selections are highlighted in 
yellow in the transcript, and marked as ‘important’. Clicking on an utterance replays the underlying speech. 

 



proved successful both in field and lab experiments, 
increasing the quality and timeliness of minutes produced 
after meetings. Participants were also better able to recall 
meeting content. Similar systems include Forget-me-not 
[13], Audio notebook [34] and PARC’s salvaging 
application [26] that was successfully evaluated with patent 
lawyers. NotePals [11] extends this approach to allow 
multiple users to share notes. Dynomite [46] is a further 
extension: users can classify their notes into different types 
(e.g., ‘todo’, phone number, name, date, URL, etc.), 
allowing them to create different views onto their notes 
(e.g., all notes regarding ‘todos’ for the last month). 

Other systems capture rich multimedia records of meetings. 
These records are subjected to visual or linguistic analysis, 
with browsers and search for access. The UI focus is on 
collaborative artifacts such as whiteboard notes, ASR 
transcripts or agenda items, rather than personal notes. 
Cutler et al.’s [9] meeting browser presents captured 
whiteboard images. The interface also contains a participant 
and whiteboard index, allowing users to jump to particular 
segments of the meeting. Two video components support a 
panoramic view and a close-up view of the current speaker. 
The browser also allows users to speed up playback, and to 
skip the contributions of selected participants. Lee et al.’s  
[24] system does not require a dedicated meeting room; 
instead, capture involves panoramic and speaker-based 
videos with microphones to record audio. A real-time 
interface allows meeting participants to examine audio and 
video during the meeting, as well as make notes. The 
system also provides an automatically produced ASR 
transcript of the meeting, and a set of automatically 
generated keyframes which can be used to navigate the 
meeting. Ranjan et al. [32], extend this approach using 
methods from television production to automatically control 
video views. The Ferret [40] and Jabber-2 [21] browsers 
also use the ASR transcript as the main UI focus along with 
video and speaker indices. Bett et. al. [3] also add textual 
meeting summaries to the transcript. TeamSpace [14] 
supports recording and reviewing meetings, organized 
around slides and an agenda. 

Other work has explored browsers that allow users to 
access speech records of meetings in mobile contexts. 
Tucker and Whittaker [36] developed various ways of 
compressing meetings speech, including summarization, 
speed-up, and hybrid approaches that for example presented 

unimportant words much faster. Catchup [37] is a further 
application of this approach, presenting meeting latecomers 
with a spoken summary of the material they have missed.  

Another approach is to augment the meeting browser with 
information extracted using machine learning and NLP 
tools. Ehlen et al. [12, 31] automatically extracted key 
semantic content such as action items and discussion topics 
from ASR transcripts of meeting discussions. User post-
meeting actions on this content (e.g., correcting an action 
item text or clicking to add it to a to-do list) then served as 
implicit feedback to help retrain semantic extraction 
models.  

Finally there is extensive work looking at note-taking in 
education. While note-taking is well documented to be a 
difficult process, several studies [20, 22, 30] show that it 
helps to focus attention, improving memory even when 
notes are not used at recall. Other studies show that the 
value of handwritten notes decays rapidly, aiding recall no 
better than unaided memory after one month [19]. 

NOTE-TAKING TOOLS 
While this study uses post-meeting browsers to test recall, a 
key focus was on the in-meeting tools people used to 
initially record or index ideas, and whether these reduce 
cognitive load. We now describe the underlying tools and 
technologies in more depth.  

CALO Meeting Assistant 
The note-taking technologies used in this study were 
developed as part of the DARPA “Cognitive Assistant that 
Learns and Organizes—Meeting Assistant” (CALO-MA) 
program. The purpose of CALO-MA is to develop a 
personal assistant for meeting capture, transcription and 
annotation, based on real-time ASR of ordinary 
conversational speech that occurs during meetings [39]. 
Meeting participants each wear a headset connected to a 
Java VoIP client that transmits Speex-encoded audio to a 
central recognition server. Real-time speech recognition is 
achieved by acoustic and language models developed 
jointly by SRI and ICSI using SRI’s Decipher recognizer, 
with a model trained specifically for recognition of open-
domain, human-human meeting dialogue. This system 
produces a word error rate of 28.6%, reduced to 27.1% after 
unsupervised within-meeting-sequence adaptation for the 
CALO-MA project [39]. ASR results can be accessed via 
an XML-RPC protocol that provides transcriptions at a rate 

 

 
Fig 2. Hotspots post meeting UI: Transcript overlaid with hotspots showing a user selection of an important region. 
Clicking on the button plays back one minute of speech centered around the time when the button was pressed. 



close to real-time, so results are returned across the network 
from 1-5 seconds after speech occurs, depending on the 
length of the utterance to be processed. Participants use 
these real-time ASR results in different ways, depending on 
the note-taking tool being used.  

Highlighter 
The in-meeting Highlighter tool (Fig. 1) runs as a browser-
based application on an HP tablet PC running Windows 
Vista. Highlighter allows participants to manually annotate 
regions of importance in an automatically-generated ASR 
transcript. Text is dynamically displayed, time stamped, and 
color-coded for each participant. Participants use the tablet 
PC’s pen to highlight noteworthy regions of the transcript 
during the meeting (Fig 3a), in exactly the way that 
someone might use a highlighter pen to identify critical 
parts of a paper text. For post meeting review, a web-based 
version of the system presents the ASR transcripts along 
with user markup highlights (see Fig 1). Selecting a markup 
highlight plays back the speech associated with the 
highlighted region.  

Hotspots 
The in-meeting Hotspots tool runs on a Nokia N810 
Internet tablet. Unlike Highlighter, Hotspots does not show 
the real-time transcript during markup. Instead, the tablet 
displays a software button that can be pressed at any time 
during the meeting to create a temporal bookmark to 
indicate when something important was said. When the 
button is pressed, the application creates an index 
associated with a time-stamp. As with Highlighter, this is 
co-indexed to the ASR-generated transcript. For the post-
meeting review tool, the hotspot markup appears alongside 
the ASR-generated utterance that was spoken when the 
button was pressed. Selecting the hotspot causes speech 
playback of a one-minute region around the point specified 
(see Fig 2). 

Manual Notes 
Our experimental control for Highlighter and Hotspots was 
“Manual Notes,” a basic pen-and-paper-based note-taking 
method that uses a digital pen. We used a Nokia SU-27W 
Digital Pen with a 5”x7” Anoto dot paper notepad. Aside 
from being slightly thicker than an ordinary pen, these 
digital pens use real ink on real paper, and look and feel the 
same as an ordinary pad and paper (Fig 3b). Thus the user 
experience is effectively identical to traditional manual 
notes. However, the digital pen was tooled to stream pen 
stroke information over Bluetooth as it occurs, recording 
time-stamped handwriting stroke information for every note 
taken, to index notes against audio. Again, a web-based 
version of the system was used for post meeting review. In 
addition to reviewing regular manual notes, participants 
could exploit the time indexing feature by clicking on a 
note to hear exactly what was said when that note was 
taken. Co-indexing of notes and speech has been widely 
used elsewhere [1, 10, 13, 19, 26, 34, 46]. 

While we obviously expected participants to be familiar 
with Manual Notes, it reproduces the cognitive overhead of 
traditional notes. Unlike the ASR-based tools, users have to 
create and organize content relating to the important aspects 
of what is being said, potentially interfering with their 
ability to contribute to the meeting.  

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
This study was divided into two different phases, a meeting 
phase and a post-meeting recall phase. During the meeting 
phase, participants held a series of three consecutive face-
to-face meetings lasting roughly three hours in total. The 
recall phase involved each participant answering 
questionnaires on a website two months later. We discuss 
each phase in more detail below. 

Method 
Participants 
A total of 26 participants aged 19-60 took part. There were 
7 females and 19 males. All participants took part in the 
meeting phase, and 19 completed the recall phase. Many 
previous studies of meeting technologies have used students 
who may not be representative of target users, as they have 
limited work and meetings experience. To avoid this, 
participants were recruited via Craigslist, flyers, and word-
of-mouth to find people with more extensive and varied 
work experience. Recruits were all native English speakers 
from varied work backgrounds, including nurses, teachers, 
charity workers, IT professionals, a taxi driver, and a 
managing director. All were employed and all had 
experience of everyday office work and meetings. They 
were randomly assigned to the different participant teams 
and received $30 for participation in the meeting phase and 
$10 for participation in the recall phase. 

In total, there were 9 meetings with 3 participants in each 
meeting. One of these meetings had one no-show 
participant, forcing us to co-opt a local researcher. The data 
collected from the researcher were excluded from the 
results. 

 
Fig 3. Study setup using: (a) the Highlighter tool to create 
marked up ASR transcripts; and (b) Nokia Digital Pen to 
create manual notes. 

Meeting Phase 
During the meeting phase, groups of 3 people came to our 
laboratory. For each group, we first described the 
experiment, and then ran brief hands-on tutorials to explain 
the note-taking technologies (Highlighter, Hotspots and 
Manual Notes) that participants would use during the 

(a) (b) 



meeting, allowing participants time to get familiar with 
them. The Highlighter tool in particular, with its real-time 
transcript, tended to provoke curiosity and a desire to play 
with the tool, so we allowed participants to thoroughly 
explore the system before the formal experiment started. 
After the tutorial, participants were asked if they felt 
confident with using the technologies, and all reported they 
did. 

During each meeting, three participants sat around a 
medium-sized round table in a meeting room instrumented 
for meeting capture using the CALO-MA system. Each 
participant wore a boom-mic headset connected to an 
instance of the CALO VoIP client. Audio was streamed to a 
central server for subsequent speech analysis. The note-
taking tools were placed in front of participants on the 
table, and could be moved about freely. 

Participants were each given nametags with pseudonym 
names such as “Mr. Green,” “Ms. Red,” etc., and were 
asked to refer to each other by these names throughout the 
experiment in order to preserve anonymity. These names 
were associated with each media channel in the CALO-MA 
system, so the transcript would attribute utterances to the 
correct pseudonym.  

Participants were told that they were a committee charged 
with the goal of planning a charity event. Participants were 
asked to make decisions about the charity cause, the 
location of the event, the date, the food and refreshments, 
the entertainment, the itinerary, and the budget. We 
deliberately left the details of these items open-ended to 
foster active participation, discussion, and decision-making. 
We did not assign participants particular roles, as we 
believed that was likely to be one of the first decisions they 
might come to on their own. Before the meeting phase, 
participants were told they would later be given a short 
memory test about their discussions. 

In real-life, a single meeting seldom satisfies an entire work 
objective, and repeated meetings with interstitial 
independent work are the rule. To emulate this, we divided 
each experimental session into 3 submeetings, lasting 20-30 
minutes each, separated by intervals when participants 
worked independently on project objectives. We chose a 
single session broken into separate submeetings rather than 
conducting submeetings on different days to avoid repeated 
scheduling with potential participant attrition. 

We recorded the entire conversation in each submeeting. 
Between submeetings, participants had a 10-15 minute 
period to complete independent research to address action 
points decided in the previous submeeting. Each participant 
was given a workstation outside the meeting room, located 
far enough away from one another to discourage chatting or 
discussion of details before they began the next submeeting. 
Their independent research entailed searching for possible 
project resources using the Internet with all participants 
starting on a search page.  

The participants could also send e-mail to the “Committee’s 
assistant”—an experimenter observing the proceedings 
from another room—who would occasionally reply with 
constraints such as, “The committee would like you to keep 
the budget under $20,000” to ensure the decision-making 
process remained active. As we wanted participants to be 
undistracted, they could not access their mobile phones 
during the entire meeting phase. 

We used a within-subjects design to minimize effects of 
individual differences, so each participant used each note-
taking tool (Highlighter, Hotspots, Manual Notes) for one 
submeeting. Thus a participant using Highlighter in 
submeeting 1 might be given the Hotspot tool in 
submeeting 2, and Manual Notes in submeeting 3. The tools 
were also varied across participants so that in any given 
submeeting one participant would be using Hotspots, one 
using Highlighter and one using Manual Notes. They were 
also counterbalanced for order across participants. All 
participants were encouraged to take note of any 
information relevant to their project role. While we are 
aware that in some meeting contexts a dedicated scribe 
takes notes for an entire team, observational studies of note-
taking behavior show that it is more common for all 
participants to take personal notes [42]. 

After each submeeting, participants were asked to complete 
the standard NASA TLX (Task Load Analysis) 
questionnaire [16] for the tool they used in the previous 
submeeting. This multi-dimensional rating process uses six 
7-point subscales to measure mental demand, physical 
demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and 
frustration, combined by weighted average to provide an 
overall workload score to assess workload in human-
machine environments. At the end of the meeting phase, we 
also administered a final survey where we asked open-
ended questions about the tools, specifically addressing 
their main advantages and disadvantages as well as what 
could be done to improve them. 

Recall Phase 
A note-taking tool is only effective if it helps people to 
recall or reconstruct important information at a future time. 
So an important aspect of this study was to test participants’ 
post-meeting recall of details, using the notes provided by 
each tool. We compared this to Unaided Memory; i.e., 
without any notes.  

To give ample time for forgetting to occur, based on prior 
work [19] we situated the recall phase 2 months after the 
meeting phase. Participant recall was tested by asking each 
person a total of 8 questions. For six of these questions 
people had access to a note-taking tool and the remaining 
two were answered from memory. Each participant was 
asked two factual questions about each submeeting they 
participated in. To help recall, they were provided with the 
tool they had used in the initial submeeting. Each person 
had used a different note-taking tool in each of the 3 
submeetings, which meant that we were able to compare 



their recall using the post-meeting recall version of each 
tool. So for example, if a participant had taken notes with 
Highlighter in submeeting 1, when we tested their recall of 
submeeting 1, they were given the post-meeting recall 
version of Highlighter. We also included a final two 
Unaided Memory questions where we asked participants to 
remember meeting details without a tool. The order of the 6 
tool-based questions and 2 Unaided Memory questions was 
counterbalanced across users. All tools were fully 
interactive, allowing participants to use notes to access 
underlying speech. 

To generate the recall questions, three people listened to 
each of the submeetings and created factual questions based 
on the important decisions made during each submeeting. 
Example questions were: “What cause did you choose for 
your fundraiser?”; “What kind of entertainment did you 
decide on for this fundraiser?”; and, “How much money did 
you estimate you might make?” For each question we also 
generated model answers that were used to assess recall 
quality. We recorded binary accuracy (correct/incorrect 
decisions) for each question based on whether each 
participant’s answer matched the model answers. On the 
rare occasions when the main judge felt uncertain about 
how to score a participant response it was discussed with 
another judge to reach consensus.  

Prior work [7, 44] has shown that errorful ASR can 
undermine people’s confidence in transcript-based tools. 
We therefore examined whether people were less confident 
in their ability to recall using our ASR tools compared with 
traditional Manual Notes or their own memory. After 
people had answered each recall question we asked them 
how confident they were about their answer. Ratings were 
generated on a 5-point scale. 
RESULTS 
We first report in-meeting results on spoken contributions 
and perceived cognitive load. Then we look at post-meeting 
cognitive effects on memory, and participants’ confidence 
about their recall.  

For statistical analysis, we used repeated measures 
ANOVAS. Before the analyses, we checked the sphericity 
of our data using Mauchly’s test. Where the test is 
significant we apply Greenhouse-Geisser correction with 
post-hoc Bonferroni at .05.  

In-Meeting Spoken Contributions 
Each participant’s primary goal was to contribute to the 
meeting. Our first question was whether the different note-
taking tools affected meeting contributions. We assessed 
contributions by counting the number of words each person 
spoke in each of the submeetings. Number of words has 
been widely used to measure conversational contributions 
in the CMC literature [2, 5, 6]. It has been shown to 
correlate well with other contribution metrics such as turn 
frequency [5, 6]. 

Our expectation was that using Hotspots and Highlighter 
would reduce cognitive load, allowing participants to 
contribute more to the meeting. In contrast, we expected 
that Manual Notes would reduce contributions.  

The results are shown in Fig 4. We conducted a one-way 
ANOVA using contribution as the dependent variable and 
Note-taking Tool as an independent variable. Our results 
show significant differences for contribution (F(2,50) = 115.2, 
p<0.0001). From post-hoc Bonferroni tests we found that 
participants using Hotspots contributed more to meetings 
than those using Manual Notes (p<0.04). However, contrary 
to our expectations, there was no difference in contributions 
between people using Highlighter and those using Manual 
Notes (p>0.5). This contribution advantage of Hotspots 
over Manual Notes is consistent with our expectation that 
the single-button-press action of Hotspots reduces cognitive 
overhead compared with the effort required for taking 
Manual Notes. In contrast, Highlighter fared no better than 
Manual Notes, but was not worse.  

 
Fig 4. Mean meeting contribution for participants using 
each Note-taking tool. Hotspots increases contributions 
compared with Highlighter and Manual Notes. 
 
In-Meeting Perceived Cognitive Effort 
Hotspots increased users’ contributions compared with 
Manual Notes and Highlighter. But is this because Hotspots 
reduces cognitive overhead associated with note-taking, 
allowing participants to participate more fully in the 
meeting? To answer this, we looked at the extent to which 
perceived cognitive overhead, as measured by the NASA 
TLX—matched participants’ actual contribution levels. We 
expected that perceived effort would be reduced with our 
two ASR tools. 

The results are shown in Fig 5. We again conducted a one-
way ANOVA using the weighted average TLX score as 
dependent variable and Note-taking Tool as independent 
variable. There were significant differences among the TLX 
scores across all three tools used (F(2,50) = 22.5, p<0.0001). 
As we expected, post-hoc Bonferroni tests indicated that 
Hotspots was perceived as less demanding than Manual 
Notes. However, Highlighter was perceived as more 



cognitively demanding than Hotspots (p<0.0001) and 
Manual Notes (p<0.01).  

To better understand the cognitive load results, we analyzed 
participants’ comments about the different tools. Consistent 
with prior research on note-taking [27, 30, 42], our 
participants thought that taking regular manual notes was 
both effortful and distracting: “It takes more time and effort 
to make notes. It acts as a distracting force in a meeting.” 

Consistent with both the contributions and perceived effort 
data, people thought Hotspots demanded little effort: “Least 
interruptive in meeting, least work involved.” 

Some participants were positive about Highlighter, feeling 
it reduced note-taking effort by automatically providing 
content for mark up: “[I liked it] because it translated 
every single word and conversation so you can mark the 
most helpful thing that was said.”  

  
Fig 5. Perceived Cognitive Effort: Task Load Index (TLX) 
scores for each Note-taking tool. A higher score indicates 
greater cognitive effort. Perceived effort is greatest for 
Highlighter and least for Hotspots. 

However, several other participants pointed out that 
Highlighter demanded additional effort: transcription lags 
in Highlighter increased the difficulty of identifying the 
relevant parts of the conversation for mark up. This 
problem was also exacerbated by ASR inaccuracies: “The 
Highlighter took way too long to update and it was difficult 
finding the line of conversation that I wanted to highlight.” 
These comments indicate that the advantage of Highlighter 
automatically generating content was partially offset by the 
effort needed to skim an errorful and laggy transcript to 
identify important regions for markup.  

Overall, consistent with the contribution results, the 
perceived effort scores confirm that Hotspots is a 
cognitively lightweight annotation technique. Hotspots 
requires a single action to define a markup annotation, and 
eliminates much of the effort that goes into Manual Notes. 
In contrast, Highlighter, in its current form, seemed more 
complex. It requires users to skim the errorful transcript to 

identify regions of interest. Attempting to read an ASR 
transcript that is 1-5 seconds behind the ongoing 
conversation significantly increases perceived effort.  

Post-Meeting Recall 
So far we have seen the benefits of Hotspots in increasing 
meeting contributions, with Highlighter being equivalent to 
Manual Notes. But Highlighter and Hotspots were also 
intended to enhance recall compared with Manual Notes. 
Our next question was how well participants could 
remember details of the meeting after the event.  

We examined recall of the set of factual questions 
generated for each meeting. Participants used the post-
meeting web-based recall tools (Highlighter, Hotspots or 
Manual Notes) at retrieval. Each participant had initially 
used a different tool for capturing each submeeting, for 
example, using Manual Notes for one submeeting, 
Highlighter for the next, and Hotspots for the third. We 
tested recall for each submeeting, providing participants 
with the post-meeting version of the tool they used along 
with the notes they had generated during that submeeting. 
They therefore experienced 3 different recall tests: One for 
each submeeting, using the original tool they had been 
assigned during the meeting phase. We also test recall using 
Unaided Memory, with no tools provided. Our expectation 
was that recall would be better overall when people used 
the ASR markup tools (Highlighter or Hotspots) than with 
Manual Notes or Unaided Memory. 

 
Fig 6. Mean Recall Accuracy using each Recall Tool and 
Unaided Memory. Recall is greater with Highlighter and 
Hotspots than with Unaided Memory and Manual Notes. 

We conducted a one-way ANOVA using Recall Accuracy 
as the dependent variable and Recall Tool (Hotspots, 
Highlighter, Manual Notes, Unaided Memory) as the 
independent variable. There were significant differences in 
Recall Accuracy depending on Recall Tool (F(3, 75) = 31.9, 
p<0.0001), as shown in Fig 6. Post-hoc Bonferroni tests 
showed that Highlighter helped to generate more accurate 
answers than Hotspots, Manual Notes and Unaided 
Memory (p<0.001).  Hotspots was also significantly more 



accurate than both Manual Notes (p<0.002) and Unaided 
Memory (p<0.001). These results confirm our expectation 
that ASR-based tools would improve recall over manual 
notes and unaided memory.  

Post-Meeting Confidence in Accuracy of Recall 
Although people recalled significantly better using ASR-
based tools compared with Manual Notes and Unaided 
Memory, our next question was, how confident were they 
about Recall Accuracy using these tools, given that ASR 
transcripts contained errors?  

To assess people’s confidence in recall accuracy, we 
conducted a one-way ANOVA with Confidence as the 
dependent variable and Recall Tool (Hotspots, Highlighter, 
Manual Notes) as independent variable. There was a 
significant difference in confidence based on recall tool 
(F(2,50) = 8.3, p<0.0001), as shown in Fig 7. Bonferroni tests 
showed that people were less confident about recall 
accuracy with Hotspots than Manual Notes (p<0.02). 
However, there were no significant differences between 
Manual Notes and Highlighter (p>0.9). The greater 
confidence with Highlighter compared with Hotspots may 
occur because Highlighter forced people to process 
transcripts more carefully when generating in-meeting 
notes, allowing people to establish the transcript was good 
enough to aid recall. In contrast, Hotspots required no in-
meeting transcript processing, possibly leading participants 
to be less confident that the button-press actions would 
serve as effective annotations into the meeting. 
 

 
Fig 7. Mean Confidence score for each Recall Tool. People 
are less confident using Hotspots than Manual Notes. 

Consistent with this lack of confidence, participants pointed 
out problems using the ASR transcript with Hotspots, 
noting that the transcript could be hard to interpret when 
ASR was poor: “It’s very difficult to read the text shown 
here, I can barely make anything out.” Despite this lack of 
confidence, recall performance was still better with 
Hotspots than with Manual Notes and Unaided Memory. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Overall, these are highly positive results showing the clear 
utility of novel ASR-based markup tools in addressing the 
perennially tricky problem of note-taking in meetings. Prior 
theoretical and empirical work has repeatedly demonstrated 
that note-taking imposes a high cognitive load, and detracts 
from a participant’s ability to contribute to meetings [27, 
30]. However recent developments in real-time ASR 
allowed us to address such ‘divided attention’ by 
developing new lightweight note-taking tools. Both ASR 
tools support effective markup without compromising 
meeting contributions. For the primary task of contributing 
to the meeting, Hotspots increased contributions, while at 
the same time improving post-meeting recall compared 
with Manual Notes. Highlighter supported equivalent 
contributions as Manual Notes, and again improved post-
meeting recall compared with Manual Notes.  

Hotspots seemed to promote enhanced contribution by 
reducing in-meeting cognitive overload compared with 
Manual Notes (as assessed by TLX). Enhanced meeting 
contribution may result from Hotspots’ very simple design: 
users simply hit a button when they hear something 
important. Its sheer simplicity may be crucial, because of 
the high cognitive demands of contributing to a meeting. In 
contrast, Highlighter increased perceived overload, possibly 
because people were focused on trying to identify regions 
of interest in the errorful ASR transcript, although this did 
not affect their contributions compared with Manual Notes. 

Both Highlighter and Hotspots improved post-meeting 
recall compared with Manual Notes, demonstrating the 
benefits of the ASR transcript as a retrieval aid. However 
these benefits need to be tempered by the fact that transcript 
based methods seemed less efficient than Manual Notes or 
Unaided Memory, as it seemed to take participants longer 
to locate relevant material in the ASR transcript. In 
addition, despite having better actual recall with Hotspots, 
users were less confident about their answers than when 
using Manual Notes. In contrast, Highlighter elevated 
recall, but did not depress confidence compared with 
Manual Notes. Highlighter may preserve confidence 
because people are focused on the ASR transcript during in-
meeting note-taking, allowing them to see that it provides a 
reasonable index into the speech recording.  In contrast, 
with Hotspots they don’t view the transcript during the 
meeting, possibly leading them to be unsure about its utility 
for recall. 

These results are encouraging, especially for Hotspots, 
showing it to be a low-overhead tool that increased both in-
meeting contributions as well as post-meeting recall. But 
for Highlighter, we should also ask whether its cognitive 
load issues are due to a nascent technology that is not quite 
ready for adoption. However with improved ASR models of 
human-human dialogue, faster processing and network 
speeds, and more user exposure to both speech recognition 



and tablet-based interaction, some of the load disadvantage 
may be ameliorated, or vanish altogether. 

From a methodological perspective, this is the first study to 
directly measure in-meeting effects on contribution and 
cognitive load, as prior note-taking research has tended to 
focus only on post-meeting recall. Still, there are limitations 
to this work. We need to explore technological acceptability 
and generality with larger numbers of diverse users outside 
a lab context. In addition, this study lacks one potential 
comparison condition: simply providing participants with 
an ASR transcript post-meeting, with no in-meeting 
markup. This would have the putative benefit of low in-
meeting overhead (as no annotation is required), but 
providing a rich recall record. While this could be an 
important control to run, we do not believe it would be 
more effective than Hotspots and Highlighter in promoting 
recall, as prior work has shown the importance of active 
user annotation for inducing recall. Users who actively take 
notes subsequently recall material better than those who 
have access to verbatim meeting recordings but who did not 
generate notes [20, 22].  

Our work also has design implications. Several user 
comments concerned the benefits of capturing meeting 
content in their own words. This suggests a modified 
system that is a hybrid between traditional manual notes 
and our new markup techniques. A simple addition to our 
system would be to allow users to supplement the ASR 
transcript in real-time with their own short comments. 
These personal comments could be time-aligned as in prior 
systems [19, 26, 41, 46]. However we do not advocate full 
transcript editing as in [7] because this would dramatically 
increase cognitive overhead, and also because our data 
shows that imperfect ASR indexed transcripts are still an 
effective retrieval aid. A final modification might be to use 
machine learning techniques such as entity extraction to add 
actions or decisions to the evolving transcript [12, 31].  

Finally, there may be extensions of this approach to other 
applications. There has been recent interest in collecting 
audio lifelogs, such as sound recordings of aspects of one’s 
everyday life [11, 29]. There are clearly problems in 
retrieving such records, but techniques such as Hotspots 
may provide simple ways to access this data, by using a 
simple button to mark a significant event when it occurs. It 
might also be possible to extend our ‘divided attention’ 
theoretical approach to lifelogging, as lifeloggers 
persistently have to decide whether to remain ‘in the 
moment’ or distract themselves by annotating their lifelogs 
to promote future retrieval [18].  

In conclusion, we demonstrated the utility of two novel 
ASR-based markup tools. These address well-documented 
problems in supporting both in-meeting contributions and 
subsequent recall. We demonstrated that very simple 
methods of annotation for ASR transcripts—particularly 
Hotspots—can promote increased recall, while also 
increasing people’s ability to contribute to meetings. In 

future work we plan to explore other situations where 
minimal annotation might promote enhanced memory 
without compromising people’s current practices. 
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